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Jennifer Baumgardner ‘92 speaks on ecology of justice
Carolyn Schultz
Staff Writer

Lawrence welcomed Jennifer
Baumgardner, class of 1992, back
to campus Tuesday, May 19, to give
an address titled “Climate Change
We Can Live With: The Ecology of
Justice” at the Honors Convocation.
Baumgardner, a prominent feminist author, activist and documentary filmmaker, tailored her address
to Lawrence’s sustainability convocation series, speaking on the importance of social and political sustainability.
Baumgardner emphasized the
role a Lawrence education played
in the development of her theory
on social justice. “My expectations
we raised overnight,” she said in her
speech.
Baumgardner came to Lawrence
in 1988, a year that marked the
introduction of Lawrence’s gender
studies department. Baumgardner
began reading works of second-wave
feminist writers in Ms. magazine.
These writers were from her mother’s generation, but Baumgardner
was inspired and wanted to emulate
their activism.
In college, Baumgardner was
introduced to a new term, “rape
culture,” when the Sig Eps were

suspended for planning a “Rape a
Theta” party.
Professors discussed these new
terms and debates in class. In this
way, Baumgardner became part of a
new dialogue that would become the
third wave of feminism, a movement
for personal empowerment and
activism. There was now language to
describe the experience.
“Rape was visible,” said
Baumgardner. “We had changed the
conversation. It’s something that we
really need to acknowledge so we
know where to go next.”
“Now, we’re in a place of
great potential for change,” said
Baumgardner, adding, “It’s an exciting time for social justice, but it’s
important to realize the right tools
and strategies” to achieve this justice. According to Baumgardner,
these tools are listening and sensitivity.
Baumgardner abandoned her
old approach to activism, which she
defined as a “cataclysmic” approach,
in favor of strategies with which she
could move an issue forward.
In her speech, Baumgardner
compared dialogue and activism
to global warming. She described
her metaphorical version of global
warming as people’s anger at those
with opinions different from theirs,

causing ineffective communication.
“We all contribute to ‘global warming’ problems,” said Baumgardner.
She advised people to turn the
question, “What can be done?” back
on themselves, asking instead, “What
can I do?”
“I told myself I did have privilege,” said Baumgardner. “Everything
I had in terms of privilege could be
used in service of social justice.”
Baumgardner ended her address
by stressing to the current generation of Lawrence students that she
does not believe they are apathetic.
She said that the college-age generation needs only to figure out what it
needs. She finished with a new equation for activism: “Your generation +
warmth (understanding and communication) = light (more light).”
Baumgardner is the creator of
two campaign projects to encourage
women to talk about their experiences with abortion and rape. She
is also the co-founder of Soapbox:
Speakers Who Speak Out Inc., a feminist speakers bureau based in New
York City.
In 2007, Lawrence recognized
Baumgardner with the Nathan M.
Pusey Young Alumni Distinguished
Achievement Award. Baumgardner
spoke about her activism, saying,
“I’m not a young feminist, not the

Photo by Stephen Anunson
Jennifer Baumgardner, class of 1992, gave the final convocation speech of 2009.

next generation, but I still have a
role to play.”
Baumgardner graduated from
Lawrence in 1992 with a bachelor’s
degree in English. She went on to
serve for five years as the editor of
Ms. magazine, the youngest editor in
that publication’s history.

After leaving Ms. magazine in
1997, Baumgardner contributed
pieces to many publications including Harper’s, The Nation., Glamour,
Redbook and Elle. She has written
four books, two co-authored with
Amy Richards, her former colleague
at Ms.

Lawrence’s board of trustees responds to economic situation
Michael Schreiber &
Alicia Bones
Copy Chief & News Editor
As the global economic downturn
continues to unfold, the Lawrence
University faculty, administration,
President Jill Beck, and the board
of trustees have worked together to
ensure Lawrence’s continued economic and academic sustainability.
Trustees and President Beck
Priscilla Weaver, a member of
the Lawrence board of trustees since
1995, said, “I don’t remember the

Great Depression, but ... it is an interesting time to be a trustee.”
For two days four times per year,
the board of trustees meets with
Beck, faculty members, Provost and
Dean of the Faculty David Burrows
and Vice President for Student
Affairs and Dean of Students Nancy
Truesdell. The board itself is divided
into subcommittees, each of which
are responsible for an aspect of
Lawrence’s management. The finance
committee is responsible for approving the budget.
Weaver commented that the task
of the board of trustees is to preserve the financial well-being of the

university by “ensuring the longterm viability of the institution” and
“protecting the academic core mission.”
Weaver also believes Lawrence
has continued to be successful under
the leadership of the current administration.
“President Beck and Provost
Burrows [and other administrators]
all have pitched in and responded in
a professional and responsible way,”
Weaver said.
Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr. '77,
chair of the board, agreed, saying,
“[Beck] is doing an excellent job. She
has a strong vision in where to take

Lawrence’s first case of H1N1 diagnosed
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According to the Appleton Health Department, Lawrence has its first confirmed case of the novel
type A (H1N1) virus, colloquially referred to as swine flu. The student has been isolated and the campus is following health safety procedures.
Symptoms of the flu include fever, headache, cough, sore throat, and fatigue. Some individuals
with H1N1 infections have also reported vomiting and diarrhea. Lawrence’s health center staff recommends that students, faculty or staff with any of these symptoms visit the health center so arrangements to test for the H1N1 virus can be made. The health center does not have tests for the virus, so
off-campus appointments are required.
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the college to move it from a very
good institution to a great institution.”
Weaver said that the administration under Beck is charged with a
similar goal, and she added that she
can “speak for the board, in that they
share my view,” when she says that
Lawrence administrators “have consistently done a terrific job.”
“Jill and her cabinet come up
with different ideas based on what
they think, the faculty suggests and
the student affairs committee [recommends],” said Kraemer. He commented on Beck’s leadership skills,
saying that when presidents or other
heads “want to be liked” they are
“often not respected.”
Responses to the economy
According to Weaver, compared to other similar institutions,
Lawrence has responded well to the
economic situation.
“That Lawrence hasn’t had to
reduce faculty [numbers] or salaries
is astonishing,” said Weaver.
However, Weaver acknowledged
that Lawrence has had to make a
“bunch of tough decisions” with
respect to the budget for next year.
For example, the decision to
change the academic calendar was

made more quickly than most of the
board’s decision. In the decisionmaking process, the board decided
“we ought to do this right away,”
said Kraemer, adding that he was
“amazed at how fast the decision
got made.”
According to Kraemer, the board
took into account that the six-week
break, from Thanksgiving through
the New Year’s holiday, could benefit
students in a number of ways. First,
six weeks will give students a chance
to get a job. Also, the length of the
break will allow students to make
one, rather than two, trips home during the season. Additionally, international students will be able to go
home over the break, something they
were less likely to do in the shorter
break. The schedule change will let
the college save utility costs.
Saving money is key, said
Kraemer. The budget has to be
“financially solvent so the college
can continue,” he added.
Another component of this problem involves the long-term financial
stability of the university, taking into
account Lawrence’s lowered endowment.

See Trustees on page 2
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Erik Wyse

are separated into subject-specific
groups, with each group being moderated by a faculty member. The
faculty members included professors Podair, Guenther-Pal, Chang,
Rico, McQuinn and Ward. For the
participants, the symposium was the
end of a long period of intellectual
inquiry.
Hayley Vatch, whose paper
focused on the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area (BWCA) in Minnesota,
unofficially began her research many
summers ago when she first visited the BWCA. Last fall, she wrote a
paper on the topic of the boundary
waters for her history of travel and
tourism class. Vatch continued to
build on this paper, turning it into
her honors project and eventually
her research paper for the Harrison

Symposium.
In her final paper, “Wilderness
Ideologies, Economic Values, and
the Boundary Waters Canoe Area in
Minnesota,” Vatch concluded that
the BWCA was being overcrowded,
making everyday life and recreation
hard for the residents of nearby Ely,
Minn.
By the end of the process, Vatch
felt she was an expert on the subject.
She said, “I would suggest other
students pursue particular areas of
interest to the fullest.”
For John Andrew Olson, the
experience and process was not
entirely different from Vatch’s.
His research, culminating in his
paper “Approaching Babi Yar:
Intersections of Music, Text, and
Genre in Shostakovich’s Thirteenth

Symphony,” began nearly two years
ago.
He cites professors McQuinn and
Thomas as providing the most direction in his study. After writing a
130-page paper as part of an honors project, the challenge for Olson
was to break down the paper into
a concise, 20-minute presentation
for the symposium. Olson described
this arduous task as being useful for
graduate school.
Presenter Madhuri Vijay did
much of her research overseas. Over
the past summer, she worked with
Senior Lecturer Tendayi Viki at the
University of Kent in Canterbury,
England. Vijay also has been working towards the symposium since
last year.
Upon returning to Lawrence this

fall, she continued her work as part
of her capstone course with professor Peter Glick. The final topic of her
research as presented at the symposium was “The Effects of Sexist
Humor on Men’s Tendency to be
Sexually Aggressive.”
As part of the symposium, Vijay
was grouped with students Chris
McGeorge and Emma Nager, who
both explored similar themes of gender. This collaborative, atmosphere
was one of the more rewarding
aspects of the event for Vijay.
She stated that the symposium offers students another way
to explore interdisciplinary areas
of interest, in conjunction with the
goals of a liberal arts education.

Students receive spam e-mail

compromised e-mail account, and
then they send thousands of spam
messages.”
According to Armstrong, the
phishing attempts were targeted
at the entire Lawrence community.
However, only users who respond
to the e-mails end up with compromised email accounts. In addition to
compromising e-mail accounts, the
spam slows the Lawrence network,
wastes ITS staff resources and slows

down the delivery of e-mail messages.
Although phishing has been a
problem in the Lawrence network
in the past several years, the recent
amount of it is higher than normal. However, Armstrong noted that
none of the phishing or spamming
attempts have come from inside
campus.
An email from ITS warned students to be wary of opening mes-

sages and sending personal information in an e-mail. If students have
any doubts about the authenticity
of an email, they should forward it
to ITS or delete it. If a student has
opened and replied to one of these
messages, he or she should change
his or her password and notify ITS
immediately.
“The most important thing is to
not give your username and password to anyone — especially not in

for The Lawrentian

Saturday May 16, the 12th
Annual Harrison Symposium showcased individual student research
and papers in the humanities and
social sciences. The symposium
started in 1996, and was renamed in
honor of the dean of faculty at the
time, Richard A. Harrison, who died
a year after its creation.
Accompanying the Harrison
Symposium is the Richard A. Harrison
Award, which is given to one of the
student presenters each year.
This year’s recipient was Chris
McGeorge for his research paper
“Social Problems and the Dickensian
Solution.” The student presenters

Caitie Williamson
Associate News Editor

Last week, several students fell
victim to a scam involving spamming
and phishing attempts that appeared
to come from the “Lawrence IT network.” According to ITS Director
Steve Armstrong, phishing is the
more serious problem, because it
makes individuals think that the
spam comes from a trustworthy
source — in this case Lawrence
University.
Spamming is an easy way for
hackers to generate money — however, in order to do so, hackers
must avoid the anti-spam programs
on computers by first “phishing.”

According to Microsoft.com, “Often
phishing scams rely on placing links
in e-mail messages, on Web sites,
or in instant messages that seem to
come from a service that you trust,
like your bank, credit card company, or social networking site.” After
phishing, the hacker gains access to
a legitimate account to start sending
thousands of messages.
“The best way to spam is to
use a legitimate e-mail account
in an established organization
— like Lawrence,” said Armstrong.
“Essentially, someone, usually pretending to be from the IT department, asks for the recipient to send
them their username and password.
Once they have this information, the
‘bad guys’ use it to take over the

Editors’ Picks:
To-Do May 22-May 28
May 20-28: British composer Stephen McNeff is Lawrence’s artist-inresidence this week. He will premiere two new works, students and
faculty will perform in a concert, and he will participate in a question and answer session.
Saturday, May 26 at 8 p.m. — Stansbury Theatre: Mêlée dance
troupe’s annual spring performance. Costumed, well-lit, and expertly choreographed avant-garde and modern productions.
Monday, May 25 at 8 p.m. — Stansbury Theatre: A variety of a cappella groups including the Con Artists, Conchordance, Note to Self,
and the Freshmen Barbershop Quartet will perform.
Tuesday, May 26 at 8 p.m. — The union: Join in on a Students
Engaged in Global Aid meeting, a meeting of the new group on campus that raises money for microlending through Kiva, an organization that lets people loan money to entreprenuers who need funding
in developing countries.

In Other News...
AUSTRALIA — A new optical
recording method could fit the
data of 300 DVDs on one disc. The
technique, which would allow 1.6
terabytes to fit on one disc, uses
nanometer-scale particles of gold as
the recording medium. The nanoparticles record the information in a
range of color wavelengths, allowing
them to record different layers of
information at different angles, in a
5-D approach.
—http://news.bbc.co.uk/
GUANTANAMO BAY — The Senate
voted 90-6 against the transfer of
240 detainees from Guantanamo
Bay prison camp and denied fund-

ing to close it down. These actions
stall President Obama’s efforts to
close Guantanamo by January. Both
Democrats and Republicans argue
that a better plan for closing the
camp needs to be formed.
—http://news.bbc.co.uk/
TEHRAN — Iran announced that it
had successfully tested a “Sajil” missile, or surface-to-surface missile,
which could reach parts of Europe.
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
said that the test missile had
reached its intended target. The
White House said the missile will
help the U.S. convince countries
such as Russia that Iran is a viable
threat.
—http://www.cnn.com/

Trustees
continued from page 1
“This is not a minor recession,
it’s more like a depression” said
Kraemer, adding that it will take
“at least 3-4 years to get over this.”
He also noted that the school’s
endowment this year is down some
30 percent.
Priorities and balance
Kraemer said that, during this
difficult economic time, “balance”
and the ability to “prioritize” is
what keeps the college afloat.
Weaver does not immediately
see what these priorities should
be. “In the face of economic crisis,”
said Weaver, “I don’t know what
the priorities are.” 		
She added that it is “not fair” to
“oversimplify” the university’s priorities during a time of economic
stress.
In light of the difficult financial situation, Weaver said that
Lawrence “is not able to launch all
of the initiatives we’d like to.”
In response to the May 15 news
article pertaining to faculty compensation, Weaver described the
board of trustees as being “well

aware of the issue of faculty compensation” despite the university's
inability to pursue all of its initiatives.
According to Weaver, the trustees do not “direct the administration as to what gets dealt with
[when],” but Burrows has “kept the
trustees up to date regarding this
issue.”
Weaver described faculty compensation for providing individualized learning experiences as a “terrific endeavor to be pursuing,” but
she said the issue has largely been
dealt with by the administration
due to its nature as “a financial [as
well as] an academic issue.”
“Individualized education is
not a new initiative,” Weaver said.
“That admissions is now touting
individualized learning is a result
of Lawrence not receiving enough
recognition. This is something that
Jill [Beck] noticed when we hired
her.”
Weaver was quick to explain
that the administrators and trustees “didn’t wake up one morning
and say, ‘let’s promote individualized learning and not pay the faculty for it.’ That is absurd.”
She said she “couldn’t say”
whether anything could have been

done differently for a better outcome, but she remains confident
that Lawrence “still has one of the
best student bodies in the country,”
and she thinks that the “faculty has
been extremely cooperative.”
Weaver believes “we have the
right [administrative] team in place”
to “come through this crisis in a
very responsible and positive way,”
and Weaver is “very proud to be
associated with Lawrence” as part
of a “terrific board of trustees [who
are] very active and engaged.”
Despite the downturn, Weaver
said that Lawrence has performed
an “incredible amount of internal examination [such as the committee on individualized learning
report], and many things have been
changed for the better as a result.”
Kraemer agreed that every
decision that the board has made
has been in the best interest of
the university and its students.
Whenever the board makes a decision, Kraemer asks himself, “How
do I continue to move Lawrence
University forward in a positive
way with positive momentum from
a good college to a great college?”

Attention!
The Lawrentian is now hiring for the
Business Manager position. Candidates
should contact Christie McCowen at
mccowenc@lawrence.edu
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Lawrence history through the archives:
Downer Commons and the Teakwood Room
Julia Stringfellow
Archivist

Along with the Memorial Union,
Downer Commons is another building whose future is uncertain with
the opening of Warch Campus Center
in September. At the present time, it
appears that the building will be
closed for the 2009-2010 academic
year. Downer was built in 1968 and
has been Lawrence’s main dining
center ever since.
Downer Commons would not
have been built without the merging
of Milwaukee-Downer College with
Lawrence in 1964. Some students
and faculty of Milwaukee-Downer,
an all-women’s college in Milwaukee,
transferred to Lawrence at the time
of the consolidation. The merger
provided financial resources for

Lawrence that allowed the dining
hall to be built.
Downer Commons was named
in honor of Judge Jason Downer,
who served as an associate justice of
the Wisconsin Supreme Court from
1864 to 1867. He served as the president of the board of trustees for
Wisconsin Female College, a predecessor to Milwaukee-Downer College,
from 1866 to 1871 and again from
1874 to 1878. When Downer died, he
left a gift of $65,000 to the college,
and the college changed its name to
Downer College.
When Downer Commons opened
in the fall of 1968, it was able to provide food service for approximately
600 people and contained six dining rooms. As the program for the
dedication ceremony stated, “Each
dining room has its own distinctive

décor, offering the students a choice
of environment for their dining.”
Lawrentians have provided
several resources throughout the
years to help them endure Downer.
Downersucks.com was a Web site
created a few years ago that provided students with an outlet to voice
their opinions about Downer. The
site appears to currently be down.
“The Survival Guide to Downer”
was a publication written by the
Students’ Activities Group on Food
and Population in the 1970s that
provided insight into “intelligent eating at the L.U. Food Service.”
Another gift that MilwaukeeDowner gave Lawrence was the
Alice G. Chapman Teakwood Room
that had previously been in the
Milwaukee-Downer library. The room
was originally built in the home of

Alice Chapman, a college trustee,
by artist and architect Lockwood de
Forest.
Alice first saw a sample of carved
teakwood at the Chicago World’s Fair
in 1892 and ordered a room made of
teakwood for her home. After her
death, Alice Chapman’s will decreed
that the Milwaukee-Downer library
would house the room in a specially
built wing. The Teakwood Room was
placed in Chapman Library when the
library was built in 1938. The room
was used for receptions, poetry readings and coffee hours.
Upon the news of the merger with Lawrence, the MilwaukeeDowner community pleaded that
their beloved room be moved in its
entirety to preserve it. The trustees agreed to this request, and the
room was carefully disassembled

and stored until Downer Commons
was built.
The room was reassembled in
Downer during the summer of 1968.
While it has been at Lawrence, the
Teakwood Room has hosted many
Lawrence events as well as events
held by groups from the Appleton
community.
What will happen to Downer
Commons and the Teakwood Room
after Warch Campus Center opens
this fall? No one seems to know for
sure. In the meantime, if you have
never been in the Teakwood Room,
make a trip up to the second floor
of Downer and take a look at the
room’s furnishings, art, and ceiling. Sarasvati, the Hindu goddess of
learning, will be there, smiling at you
from her spot in the painting above
the fireplace.

Phi Tau hosts Knock Off the Profs
Lauren Mimms
Staff Writer

Phi Tau’s “Knock off the Profs”
event last Wednesday was a fun but
competitive trivia contest revealing
the true intelligence of students and
professors in a variety of subjects.
Four professors vied against a number of students for a grand prize of
$500. If the teachers won, the money
would go to charity; however, if a
student won, he or she could keep
the cash.
The four professors invited to
participate were: Assistant Professor
of Government Jason Brozek,
Assistant Professor of Music Steven
Spears, Associate Professor of
Physics Megan Pickett and Professor
of Philosophy John Dreher.
Students had to give a $3 donation to play, with all the proceeds
going to the AIDS Resource Center
of Wisconsin. “This used to be an
annual event,” said Chuck Demler,
Phi Tau’s philanthropy chair. “We
didn’t have it last year, but we’re
bringing it back.”
In the first round of the competition, 10 students were chosen by
a random drawing of raffle tickets

to each challenge a professor of
their choice by asking him or her
five questions in his or her field of
interest. Each student received $5
for each question that stumped a
professor.
For the second round, teams
of five students each were pitted
against the four professors as a
group. Three such teams competed, and at the end of this round,
the students won a question that
involved listing all the members of
the European Union.
However, the professors correctly
named plays written by Shakespeare
as well as the names of all Miller/
Coors labels, winning the round.
The final round saw 11 students
called up, "'Millionaire'-style,” to
answer one question each. Whichever
student provided the closest answer
won a chance to answer 10 questions, facing off against a professor
of choice, and the student could
win $500. Cecily McMillan provided
the closest estimate of “How many
people in the world live with AIDS?”
The correct answer was 40 million.
She played against Dreher and
tied in a nail-biting finale. They
decided to split the money, with the

half Dreher won going to charity.
After the game, Dreher said that
he enjoyed the event, saying, “I’ve
been invited to so many student
things and I’ve been so busy that I
was starting to feel guilty. It was a
good crowd, but I didn’t want to beat
anyone.”
The contest was both exciting
and entertaining, with students
learning from the professors and
earning money at the same time. A
variety of educational and randombut-humorous questions kept things
interesting. AIDS, Lawrence history,
Fatbook and Jill Beck were among
some of the topics covered in these
questions.
Some students complained that
the questions should have been outside of the professors’ disciplines
but, they still enjoyed the festivities.
“I won $50 and didn’t have to do
anything! It was a lot of fun, but next
time it shouldn’t be rigged,” said
freshman Natasha Pugh.
Many participants hope that Phi
Tau will continue to keep this tradition alive so that more students will
have the chance to challenge their
teachers.

Looking for off-campus housing?
Fantastic view of the river and Peabody Park...
Walking distance to Lawrence. Has popular split bedroom
arrangement with 1 bedroom and 1 full bath on opposite ends of the unit. It has a spacious living room, kitchen
with separate dining area. Attached one car garage, secure
entrance and on site laundry. Monthly maintenance fee of
$244.00 includes water, sewer, heat, hot water and building
maintenance, cable fees and money for reserves. Right now
there is an $8000.00 tax credit for 1st time home buyers. The
affordable price of $101,500.

If interested, please call (920) 213-1035.

Photo by Lauren Mimms
Professor John Dreher battles sophomore Cecily McMillan for the Knock Off the Profs prize.

From our
kitchen to yours
Hazim Suhadi
Chef

Fried Noodle à la
Javanaise
This dish comes from Java, one
of the major islands in Indonesia.
What makes it different from
other noodle dishes is the sweet
soy sauce that produces a fragrant aroma, tingling the senses.

Method:
Boil instant noodles according
to package instructions, drain.
Heat oil and stir ground ingredients in a large saucepan over
medium heat for 1-2 minutes,
until fragrant.
Add chicken and cook until
color change.
Add shallot, chilies, carrot, cabbage, kecap manis and tamarind water. Cook for 3 minutes.

Ingredients:
3.5 ounces instant noodles (egg
noodles)
3.5 ounces cabbage, sliced
3.5 ounces chicken fillet, cut,
small size
6 big red chilies, sliced
2 medium carrots, cut into
small julienne
1 shallot, sliced
1.75 fluid ounces water
3 tablespoons cooking oil
3 tablespoons kecap manis
(Indonesian sweet soy sauce
available at Woodman’s!)
1 teaspoon tamarind, soaked
with water
1/2 onion, ground
3 cloves garlic, ground
1/2 teaspoon pepper
Salt to taste
Photo coutesy of Facebook

Interested in submitting your own recipe? naveed.islam@lawrence.edu
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Ormsby Zoo Days and Shack-A-Thon draw crowds
Rachel Young
Staff Writer

Though the weather may not
have felt entirely like spring had
arrived at Lawrence, the wind and
cool temperatures did not stop
Ormsby Zoo Days from having a
good turnout this past weekend.
The event was put together primarily by Ormsby Hall Council and
was supported by many student
volunteers who worked in shifts
throughout the day, and it is certainly a popular annual event at
Lawrence.
Free food was plentiful, including cotton candy, popcorn, nonalcoholic frozen daiquiris, soda and
scientifically crafted ice cream with
all of the fixings for sundaes.
It appeared that, even though
Zoo Days was held on a college
campus, students have not yet lost
their love for the inflatable games of
their childhoods. These games were
extremely popular, and included an
obstacle course — with a wall that
was nearly impossible to get over
— bounce house, bungee race and a
knock-your-partner-off-the-platform
game.
The dunk tank, though avoided
by some individuals on account of
the chilly weather, was another fun
attraction.
While Lawrence student bands
played music to add to the chill
atmosphere, visitors could stop at
the many different entertainment
booths that were also set up on Main
Hall green.
One such booth was the Beta
Theta Pi balloon pop game, which
accepted donations for the Special

Olympics in exchange for a turn to
pop the balloons on the plywood
board and offered delicious oatmeal
chocolate chip cookies and blueberry
scones as prizes.
Another was the henna booth,
where volunteers crafted elaborate
henna designs on hands and arms
— and yes, did the occasional tramp
stamp.
A third booth was the Shack-AThon create-your-own t-shirt booth,
which provided t-shirts, stencils and
spray paints to create wearable art
that also raised awareness.
Shack-a Thon is an event that
takes place in conjunction with
Ormsby Zoo Days each year. For
Shack-A-Thon, different groups constructed makeshift houses using
materials such as cardboard, plywood and tarp, and the groups spent
the night in the houses to raise
money for Habitat for Humanity in
the Fox Cities.
Thus, shacks that dotted Main
Hall green were not only fun to
look at and watch be constructed,
but also raised over $500 this year
for the Habitat for Humanity cause.
Though the night may have been
cold, Shack-a-Thon builders endured,
and many of those who participated
in the building of the shacks were
still inside them in the morning.
As visitors walked around,
enjoyed food and played games on
the green, the presence of the shacks
was a reminder that much of the
fun of Zoo Days was also for a good
cause.
Though the majority of the visitors to Zoo Days were Lawrence students and their families, Appleton
families and individuals also came

out to partake in the fun, free food
and opportunity to see what the
Lawrence community is all about.
The night ended with a picnic
on the green put on by Downer
that included grilled chicken, veggie
burgers, pasta salad, watermelon,
chips and salsa and, of course, the
Downer cookies and brownies that
we all know and love.
Though hopefully next year
the weather will be a bit warmer,
Ormsby Zoo Days and Shack-a-Thon
were both wonderful successes, and
all those who participated should be
proud of their hard work.

Photos by Lindsay Hayward

In Real Science: A possible precursor to an HIV vaccine
Nicholas J Albertini
Columnist

A group of researchers led by
Philip R. Johnson of The Children’s
Hospital of Philadelphia has induced
immunity to the simian immunodeficiency virus, which causes an AIDSlike condition in Rhesus monkeys.
The team synthesized antibodylike proteins, called immunoadhesins, which bind to the SIV and prevent SIV from infecting cells. They
then created DNA that coded for the
immunoadhesin proteins and inserted the DNA into a carrier virus.
When the carrier virus was injected into the monkeys’ muscle tissue,
it transferred DNA into cells, which
then began to produce the protec-

tive immunoadhesin proteins. These
proteins were released from the cells
and found their way into the bloodstream, where they protected the
monkeys against SIV infection.
Most of the vaccinated monkeys
were completely immune to infection by SIV and the rest did not
develop any AIDS-like condition as a
result of infection. A control group
of monkeys was entirely infected by
the virus and suffered a 66-percent
mortality rate due to an AIDS-like
condition.
Levels of the specific immunoadhesins in the inoculated monkeys
were stable for a year.
The novel SIV vaccine is not
like most vaccines, which work by
stimulating an immune response in

Art, prosthesis and history
Alex Ajayi

for The Lawrentian

Jane Blocker, a specialist in contemporary art and critical theory,
presented “The Prosthetic Work of
History: Sound, Repair and the Work
of Goat Island” in the Wriston auditorium Thursday, May 14. The lecture
was sponsored by the Department
of Art and Art History, the Fine
Arts Colloquium and the Wriston
Art Collective as part of this year’s
Visiting Artist Series.
Blocker, an associate professor of art history at the University
of Minnesota, was a mentor to
Lawrence’s own assistant professor

of art history, Elizabeth Carlson,
who warmly introduced the nearly
tearful speaker.
Blocker’s lecture examined how
we analyze history through art.
She illustrated this with the 2005
performance piece “When will the
September roses bloom? Last night
was only a comedy” by Goat Island,
a Chicago-based collaborative performance group. Goat Island’s piece
incorporates aspects of film and historical documentation to make their
audience rethink history through
art.
These performances were based
on and influenced by repair manuals as well as Paul Celan’s poetry
and comedy routines, all of which

the body to virus substances called
antigens.
When exposed to an antigen,
immune cells take some time to
recognize it and produce the proper
defense compounds, called antibodies. Antibodies chemically tag the
virus so that other cells can prevent
infection, destroy the virus or clear
the virus from the body.
The cells needed to produce
these antibodies have to multiply
so that enough antibodies can be
produced. During the time that it
takes for these responses to occur,
the virus can infect cells and rapidly
multiply.
Once enough antibodies are produced, however, an infection usually ends. HIV and SIV are different

from most viral infections in that
they evade the immune response by
remaining latent within cells. HIV
and SIV also challenge the immune
system by infecting the very cells
responsible for initiating an immune
response.
Normally, vaccination involves
exposure either to a weakened form
of a virus or to just viral antigens.
These kinds of vaccinations do not
seem to work with HIV or SIV.
Johnson and his team have created a method of vaccination that
bypasses the immune response altogether.
This research has implications
far beyond the hope of an HIV vaccine. It essentially creates the possibility of a second immune system

in animals. The research means that
animals can be genetically engineered or altered to resist specific
infections without an immune-mediated response.
People, for instance, could be
genetically engineered for immunity
to all sorts of pathogens in such a
way that they would pass this protection on to their offspring genetically.
However, this sort of immunity would only last for more stable
viruses. Our immune systems adapt
to viral mutation, but this kind of
genetically engineered immune system would not have that level of
adaptability. Because HIV is a rapidly mutating virus, immunoadhesin
immunity to HIV may not last.

are forms of “historical documentation.”
Said the group, “history has
become an impossible problem,”
creating a tension between real and
representation. Specifically, Blocker’s
study examined how historical art is
emulated through the artistic process of repair and prosthetics.
Blocker cited Maria Abramovic’s
1992 recreation of Joseph Beuys’
1965 work “How to Explain Pictures
to a Dead Hare.” According to
Blocker, this groundbreaking performance piece exemplifies the process
of emulating art using the process
of repair, using prosthesis to repair
historical ruptures.
For Blocker, the act of repairing and using a prosthetic is
clearly illustrated in Goat Island’s
“September roses.” The performance

was designed to take place over
the course of two nights, with only
a portion of each night’s performance constituting entirely new
material, unique to that night. The
other performance material was to
be repeated, in different sequences,
each night.
This unique dynamic illustrates the mending element of art.
“September roses” draws parallels
between Abu Ghraib and WWII, analyzing the ways in which history is
recreated through the process of
repair.
Another form of repair Blocker
described in her lecture was the process of making a bioartificial heart.
During a scientific breakthrough in
the lab of Doris Taylor, director of
the Center for Cardiovascular Repair
at University of Minnesota, scien-

tists were able to “wash away cells
from an existing heart” and then
“repopulate[d] that framework to
form a beating heart.”
Blocker saw this scientific procedure paralleled in a sequence from
“September roses” in which Goat
Island performed the choreography of the Andrew Sisters’ 1941
song “Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy”
to a distorted recording of Dolly
Parton’s “The Great Pretender.” This
sequence, Blocker argued, “was a
defibrillated jumpstart that caused
1941 to start beating again.”
She summed up both this
sequence and the procedure for
creating a bioartificial heart in
three steps: “Hollow, Fill and Make
Recognizable.” She suggested that
we see these steps as instructions
for one way to repair history.
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Letters to the Editor
has increased almost 10 percent
annually.
I am proud to have led and
worked beside Dining Services staff
to deliver these services. I am comforted that both companies considered for outsourcing of the dining services operation at Lawrence
expressed the need for additional
staff and that staff salaries would
likely be elevated. I am further comforted in the fact that the contract
service will be paid significantly
more than the budget for the current dining services operation.
Farewell, and best wishes to the
entire Lawrence community.
Peace,
Chef Bob Wall

The May 15 Lawrentian cover
story, “Faculty salaries frozen, compensation for individualized learning put on hold ...” brought extreme
disappointment to me as a Lawrence
student. However, disappointment
was not aroused by the salary freeze
or compensation hold, but rather
by the faculty reaction cited in the
story.
As I understand the article,
compensation for providing individualized instruction has not been
provided in the past; the plan was
first proposed last year. Negative
reactions by some faculty were to
postponement of this plan, not the
discontinuation of any pre-existing
compensation.
As such, one might question
the motives of faculty for providing
such instruction. An unnamed faculty member was quoted, “individualized education is ... a faculty labor
of love.” However, the insistence

on material compensation for such
work seems to contradict this quote.
Should not intrinsic enjoyment of
providing individualized instruction, enriching students’ educational
experience in a way few institutions
but Lawrence offer, be more than
satisfactory compensation?
The article reads, “studies… suggested the significance of gains in
student learning made by [individualized] study. As a result, Lawrence
has created a plan for compensating
faculty.”
This seems to imply that
although individualized instruction
produces positive results, it requires
funding in order to convince individuals to participate. This is a concerning philosophy; one might think
positive feedback would be both
the result of and cause for the
program’s continuation.
If there existed some program
that yielded unpleasant or neutral
results, that program would be
expected to require compensation,
as individuals would not intrinsically desire to take part in it. To say
individualized instruction requires
compensation for faculty is to say
those faculty do not wish to provide such instruction, but must be
persuaded to do so with external
rewards.
When I arrived at Lawrence, I was
stunned by the personal approach
to education taken by many faculty.
I was and am quite impressed by
professors’ willingness to extend
education beyond the classroom,
and I believe Lawrence is unique in
that respect; however, that impression was recently called into question. I hope, for all Lawrentians, the
cited faculty reaction was of the
minority.
		
-James Fabry

Op-Art by Will Muessig

Dear Lawrence Community,
It is with sadness that I write to
inform you that I will not be offered
a position with Bon Appétit management at the new facility. I will miss
the students and staff of Lawrence
University greatly.
I hope that during my almost
five years here, you have seen an
improvement in the quality and
diversity of offerings at Downer. I
have worked beside many of you
in the crumbling old kitchen in the
basement of Downer Commons, as
well as on projects like ethnic dinners, picnics, farm tours and the
SLUG garden.
I leave with a sense of pride
and accomplishment having worked
under adverse conditions. Not a
week went by when something
didn’t break, a cooler didn’t stop
working, someone wasn’t sick, student workers didn’t call in, or we
just didn’t have what we needed. We
went through a lot of duct tape in
the past five years!
At the same time, we have diversified our offerings, serving more
vegetarian and ethnic options on
a regular basis. We served more
fresh and made-from-scratch foods
and procured more food locally and
from sustainable sources.
All of this plus the addition of
midnight breakfasts and continuous
service required more staff, or at
least more staff hours. Meanwhile,
the cost of food kept going up. We
dealt with the rising cost by relying more on staff to process fresh
foods and relying less on convenience items.
We did as much as possible within the budget that was approved.
During this time the “missed meal”
factor was reduced, and the volume of meals served at Downer

PHOTO
POLL

Photo poll by
Stephen Anunson

Just
Give Up.
Lawrence Love with
Erin Campbell Watson

Facebook
I am worried about how my new
boyfriend and I will keep in touch
during the summer. He is an awful
communicator, and sometimes takes
HOURS to return my text messages
and voicemails. I have thought of
turning to the ever-popular Facebook
message for our summertime communicating, but I am worried that
turning to cyberspace will only provide him with yet another outlet to
avoid communication. How can I
deal with this impending lack of communication?
—Temporarily Forgotten
For generations, women have
been faced with the dilemma of
males who just won’t talk to them.
Sometimes, this is fine, if you’re
really not interested in anything he
has to say, and he doesn’t really
need to be talking anyway.
But, if you’re in the middle of a
burgeoning relationship, and if you
are anything like the rest of your
generation and pretty much terrified
of human contact, Facebook serves
as another excellent way to feel bad
about yourself all the time.
In this digital age, Facebook adds
insult to injury. Now, he can refuse
to acknowledge you online — in a
fake world with no visible reactions.
Lack of online communication allows
for obsession in a way that no previous forms of communication really
can.
Compulsive Facebook checking can certainly demonstrate that,
even though he has not returned
your message, he has had numerous
opportunities to do so. Clearly, a
man was behind all the privacy invasion Facebook provides.
When Facebook decided to allow
us to track the online activity of our
peers, determining when our friends
had recently been online by tracking
their online “moves” — whom they’d
communicated with, updates they’d
made, or comments they’d left — it
was clear that even the most gossiphungry, privacy-disrespecting female
would never have wished this torture
test upon herself and the rest of her
kind.
It was clearly a man, probing
about to see what more he could
make the Internet do. He has no
idea what kind of pain and suffering
his procrastination techniques have
inflicted on girl-kind.
Now, not only do we know that
our exes, our boyfriends and our
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crushes aren’t communicating with
us, we know what they’re doing
instead. Oblivious boys and girls
without extended romantic involvement have kept this profile setting
intact, without plugging in any privacy restrictions, so we can see what
they’re doing, and with whom.
Therefore, you can now go online
and see the last six moves he has
made on Facebook - none of which
involve you. These last six moves
have all been made since your most
recent attempt at communication,
and none of them coincide with any
returned effort on his part. There
is not even a brief abatement in
the form of a cute, short public
comment, WHICH WOULD HAVE
BEEN ACCEPTABLE, BY THE WAY.
Nothing.
Facebook also baits you, begging
you to come back drunk and notice
all of his online missteps, by giving
you the option to “add a comment”
about the online choices of others.
Of course, you will certainly have
a comment. You will no doubt have
several. “I see you accepted this
friend request.” Start slow — reminding him that you can see him, and
you can in fact see his every move.
“If you had time to accept two friend
requests, why didn’t you have time
to send one message (to me)?” Last
part optional.
Then you must cut right to the
heart of the offensive behavior by
pointing out the most heinous of
his online actions — WHY DID YOU
WRITE ON HIS WALL, NOT MINE?”
This is when you back him into a
virtual corner. But the obnoxious
part about the overexposure of the
Internet is that, at this point, you
might not even care anymore. You
might very well be sick of tracking
his every move, but you have to persist out of sheer nosiness.
It is possible to convince yourself that he is either trying to make
himself more desirable by making
you wait for his response with bated
breath or waiting until he has some
impressive, manly news to report.
But Facebook encourages you
to continue to prod by publishing
up-to-the-minute “news feed” stories about subjects that really aren’t
helping at this point, which allows
you to pick the scab.
The information available on
Facebook allows, and even makes
it almost impossible not to, obsess
over something that is barely a legitimate concern. In most cases, it
doesn’t matter if it takes two weeks
or a month to send back some cyberspace validation, but the fact that
you can watch it NOT happen makes
it worse.
You must continue to obsess
over your imagined mistreatment
simply because you can. If Facebook
insinuates that you are being neglected, you better believe it, because
Facebook knows everything.

See Facebook on page 7

"I haven’t been drinking water
from water fountains."
—Nick Andersen

How have
your habits
changed during the outbreak of H1N1
on campus?

"Constant lozenge munching."

"No Kissing."

—Maggie Waz

—Sarist Macksasitorn
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The Compostmodernist
Staff Editorial
Dieter Huneryager
Columnist

Last Friday, the Office of Multicultural Affairs and the ethnic studies program sponsored an
Identity Forum in the Wriston auditorium. We were both impressed and happy to see the large student turnout and strong faculty support.
As feminist activist Jennifer Baumgardner noted in her convocation address, diversity may not
be the easiest thing for a costly liberal-arts college in the middle of Wisconsin to achieve. But, as she
also pointed out, Lawrence has made many strides towards this goal in the recent past.
The administration, with the help of donors and trustees, has done well to make a Lawrence
education possible for students who might never have considered a liberal arts education, whether
they are international students, members of the Posse program or otherwise. Student groups such as
Lawrence International and GLOW add to the environment on campus by making diversity something
to be shared and celebrated.
Activities such as the Identity Forum, Latin American Week, and speakers such as Jennifer
Baumgardner help remind students that, as Assistant Professor Jake Frederick pointed out during
the Identity Forum, it is a common misconception that there is only one type of Lawrentian.
As anyone who attended the Identity Forum would readily understand, Lawrentians differ in more
than just shapes and sizes. Our backgrounds, interests, opinions and activities are what make us
who we are; understanding this and becoming comfortable with ourselves as individuals is key to
“cultivation of sound judgment ... respect for the perspectives of others ... and personal fulfillment,”
three key aspects of Lawrence’s stated mission.
We would like to reiterate Acting Assitant Dean Mohammad Bey’s reminder that the Office of
Multicultural Affairs is a great resource if you are looking to learn about other cultures or wanting
to investigate questions about your own identity, as well as pass on his invitation to make good use
of its facilities.

The cornerstone of environmentalism
Forest McKenzie
for The Lawrentian

Writing this column for the first
time, it is important that I address
the cornerstone of my environmental philosophy and what I consider
to be the most important concept
in understanding our environment.
I hope that this will serve both as
an introduction and as a conclusion
to my writing in The Lawrentian,
because it is essentially all that you
need to know. This grand yet incredibly complex and interesting topic
that I speak of is ecology.
Traditionally defined, ecology is
the scientific study of interrelationships involving organisms and their
environments. The contemporary
use of the word “ecology” such as in
“The Ecology of Commerce,” a book
by Paul Hawken, or “the ecology of
justice,” a term used by Tuesday’s
convocation speaker, Jennifer
Baumgardner, alludes to the same
element of necessary interconnectedness, but this usage is somewhat
freed from the extensive testing
and revision of scientific method.
In other words, the core of ecology
requires thinking deeply about connections.
At Lawrence, we are all experienced in this practice. With our
liberal arts education, we are prepared for a myriad of jobs because
we understand fundamental connections between the arts, sciences and
humanities. I am sure many of you
have seamlessly applied your under-

standing of one subject to a seemingly disparate situation. In recognizing this, and just flipping through
a course catalog, it is evident that
we are sustained intellectually by an
academic ecosystem.
We formulate theories and models in the classroom that showcase
our ability to be ecologists. Once you
see yourself as an ecologist in some
capacity, it is time to step it up and
look for deep connections in everything that you do.
Each of our decisions affects
something and does not exist in a
vacuum. For every action, there is a
reaction. This may seem like a simple
concept at first, but I would suggest
completing an activity that I have
adapted from my freshman ENST
150 class to get thinking about this:
1) pick out any object 2) think about
how it came to be in front of you 3)
think about what it is doing right
now 4) think about its future. I am
sure there are many who could turn
this into an endless activity.
However, it is important to notice
the complexity in this exercise and
where the energy and resources are
in the system. What keeps the system going — in other words, what
sustains it?
Depending on what your object
was, it may or may not have been
sustainable. If you chose a Styrofoam
cup, you most likely ended the exercise with the object in a landfill, or
another place of rest.
This would be termed a “cradle
to death” scenario. However, if you
chose a plant, you probably ended

with a circular model that, in its
simplest terms, shows growth, reproduction, death, decomposition, and
a new beginning of something else.
This is the ideal scenario of “cradle
to cradle” or sustainability. A great
place to see this in action is the illustrated “The Story of Stuff” by Annie
Leonard, at www.storyofstuff.com.
Now, why do these illustrations
matter?
They matter because humans are
increasingly playing a huge role in
these systems, and by doing so, are
affected by these systems directly and indirectly. For example, the
destruction of wetlands has directly affected the water quality and
storm resilience of many “developing/developed” urban areas in the
United States.
On the other hand, the effects of
climate change are not restricted to
countries that emit the most greenhouse gases, but these tend to promote disease, famine and death in
countries with very little industrial
infrastructure to emit carbon dioxide, the most common greenhouse
gas.
So, the best way to lessen our
adverse impact on the environment
and thereby lessen the adverse
impact on us is to think ecologically.
When you buy something, you are
indicating your approval of how it
was produced and shipped to be in
front of you and where it might go
after you are done with it. In this

As anyone who was around LU
last week probably knows, Greek
Week went swimmingly this year.
Each fraternity and sorority involved
was successful not only in putting
together their various charitable gimmicks but also in re-enforcing the
broad stereotypes associated with
their respective Greek organization.
The Betas once again managed
to uniformly dress in shirts with
popped collars and hats worn backwards un-ironically. The Thetas loudly professed their superficial love for
one another. The Phi Taus hosted
by far the nerdiest event of the
week, in which students squared off
answering trivia questions against
a Lawrence professor for cash. The
Sig Eps were unable to attend, due
to a conflict with their daily Downer
Feminist Council meetings. The Delts
and the Phi Delts are interchangeable
in my mind, so it would be hard for
me to make broad swipes at them.
This week’s column isn’t necessarily anti-Greek. The concept of
brotherhood contingent on membership in an organization is poorly
grounded, but the communities that
can form in a Greek organization are
pretty neat. Nonetheless, it is almost
invariably more interesting to read
something negative than something
positive, and I’m nothing if not a
cheap populist.
During my freshman year, a
group of Delta Gammas gathered
near my window in Colman and
proceeded to engage in some bizarre
activity involving throwing paper
plates with whipped cream at each
other and walking across campus,
leaving behind a trail of paper fragments, whipped cream and tears.
A friend who lived across the hall
responded to this inconsiderateness
by creating a facetious Facebook
group decrying the Delta Gamma’s

Facebook
continued from page 6
Eventually, after yet another
“current status,” update, you will
feel strong urges to comment on
this status, on his own up-to-theminute description of his behavior
that does not involve you in any
way.
Perhaps at this point only some
status specifying the intense degree
to which he misses you would serve
as an accurate description of how
he was spending his time. You
might wish to comment, clearly they
have computers in (you can insert
the proper location), BECAUSE YOU
ARE USING ONE TO TORTURE ME.

See Cornerstone on page 10

"I finally have a reason to
burst the bubble."

"I cough on people more than
normal."

—Beth Larson

—Stacy Day

"I skipped housing selection."

"I don’t go to class."

—Lincoln Thomas

—Alex Chee

lack of environmentalism. It lasted a
day, until a DG threatened to play the
Anti-Greek card, which I had hitherto not known existed, and spoke
to Dean Truesdell about it. Naturally,
he took the group down. Apparently,
Greek life is so vital to campus life
that criticism is somehow scandalous.
Similarly, the recent Lawrentian
article reporting on the Delts losing
their house resulted in one commenter so incensed that Lawrence
didn’t let them keep the house in
spite of a lack of numbers, that he
threatened to discontinue donating
to Lawrence. (I’ll only give money to
Lawrence when I’m an alumnus if I
can have something named after me,
preferably something gender studies
related: chicks dig that).
If the Delts could have kept
up their numbers, there would be
legitimate reason to be angered by
the eviction of their fraternity, but
it doesn’t make sense to condemn
Lawrence simply because there’s an
ever-growing housing problem and
rooms need to be filled.
Objectively speaking, does it
make sense that Lawrence allows an
organization that annually hosts and
Pimps and Ho’s themed party every
year? If these were regular campus
organizations not supported by arbitrary Greek letters, how many would
be able to keep their houses in spite
of their shenanigans?
I could be wrong, but it seems
there’s a sense of entitlement that
fraternities and sororities possess
that somehow allows them to be
immune to criticism. I’m not saying this is true of every fraternity
and sorority. No one likes to read a
fraternity member extolling his own
organization, but Phi Kappa Tau is
actually more awesome than they’re
ever given credit for. Nonetheless, it
would be neat to see the untouchability of Greek organizations reexamined, broseph.

Thanks, Facebook, for making
American girls more miserable than
even Mattel could have thought possible. Thinking better of these notso-passive-aggressive comments, I
realized that, to the unenlightened
observer, this could possibly just
appear to be crazy. This craziness is
as opposed to clearly taking advantage of the stalking opportunities
the online community encourages,
nay, forces, and in fact makes it
impossible to avoid.
The only thing I can suggest in
this extreme situation, in which you
are being completely bombarded
with your neglect, is to have a
drink. And then another. And then
make some comments that you will
no doubt soon regret.

The opinions expressed in
these editorials are those
of the students, faculty
and community members
who submitted them. All
facts are as provided by the
authors. The Lawrentian does
not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff
editorial, which represents
a majority of the editorial
board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit
their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the
masthead.
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“The Skin of Our Teeth” is absurdly fantastic
Kristi Ruff
Staff Writer

This past weekend, Lawrence
University put on the well-known
Thornton Wilder play “The Skin of
Our Teeth.” Those who saw it may
say that it was crazy, incomprehensible or downright strange. They
would be absolutely right.
However convoluted the play
may be, though, the message was
stunningly well-presented, and
Lawrence’s performance of the play
was fantastic. So if you missed the
show, you may be disappointed to
discover that you did indeed miss
out on some rather absurd brilliance.
“The Skin of Our Teeth” tells the
tale of the Antrobus family: George,
Maggie and their two children, Henry
and Gladys. This family, and the
story that follows it, however, is
anything but normal.
The story also includes the
Antrobus maid, Sabina, played by
Katie Cravens. This maid constantly
tries — and, in some cases, succeeds
— to steal Mr. Antrobus’ affection
away from his wife.
Mr. Antrobus, played by Eric
Ohlrogge, is an inventor. He has
created the wheel, the lever and the
alphabet. His wife is a headstrong
mother who sees caring for children
as the most important thing she
could do with her life.
The children are seemingly normal: Erika Thiede played the rambunctious little girl who cannot

seem to remember to keep her dress
down, and Jeff Rudisill played the
boy, Henry, who loves his slingshot. We find out later in the play,
however, that Henry’s character is
an allusion to Cain, the murderous
Biblical brother, who in this tale
“accidentally” killed his brother with
his slingshot.
Mr. and Mrs. Antrobus are allusions to Adam and Eve, and Gladys
is the “perfect” third child who gets
all of the attention after the death of
the favorite son Abel. Lilly Sabina,
the maid, is really an amalgam of
references, although the most striking is that her first name seems to
refer to Lilith, the character in the
Kabbalah associated with the serpent in the Garden of Eden.
The play is extremely anachronistic and is broken up into three
acts that play with this theme. The
first takes place in the Antrobus
home in New Jersey. Their home,
however, is also somehow merged
with the prehistoric ice age, and
characters such as dinosaurs, mammoths, Moses and the Greek Muses
are not at all unusual.
Time-ignorant characters such as
these become rather commonplace
as the story progresses through a
carnival, at which Mr. Antrobus has
been made president, told the whole
order of mammals to “enjoy themselves” and left Mrs. Antrobus for
Sabina, and a war, during which Mr.
Antrobus and Henry fight each other
on opposite sides with guns and
Civil War garb and Mrs. Antrobus
hides out in a cellar with Gladys, who

Photo by Alex Kohnstamm
The cast and crew of "The Skin of Our Teeth" presented a stunning performance of Thornton Wilder's play.

has grown into a lovely young hippie
with a baby. Crazy and confusing?
Yes, indeed.
The players were brilliant, however, and, given such difficult material to interpret, they pulled it off
with grace and an eccentric form of
elegance. Nora Taylor did a fantastic
job, becoming an overpowering force
of nature in her role as the Antrobus
matriarch.
The children’s roles were also
wonderful: Thiede and Rudisill portrayed childlike innocence with inge-

nuity, which made the development
of their characters throughout the
play that much more enjoyable to
observe. Cravens also did a fantastic
job as the temptress, leaving all — if
any — insecurities about the role off
stage and wowing the crowd.
The whole play seems to be pointing out the fact that human history
repeats itself, changing subtly due to
the varying capacity for human good
versus capacity for human destruction. After all of the disasters in the
play, a question is posed: “Is there

any accomplishment or attribute of
the human race of enough value that
its civilization should be rebuilt?”
This is a question still entirely relevant to today’s society.
If you went to the play, you
know that Sabina hands off the role
and responsibility of “going on” and
answering that question to the audience. So, do not dismiss the insanities of the play; rather, take the
message to heart, and choose with
care how you will go out and change
our world for the better.

Large jazz ensembles gear up for spring jazz finale
Tom Pilcher
Staff Writer

Last term, the Lawrence
University Jazz Ensemble and Jazz
Band, under the direction of Fred
Sturm and Patty Darling, took their
captive audience on a musical road
trip through time, using the music of
the Rolling Stones as their guide. The
concerts packed the huge Stansbury
Theatre, showcasing the two groups
at their finest, even in a nontraditional jazz concert.
For this term’s spring jazz finale,
the two groups, along with the Jazz
Workshop under the direction of
Nick Keelan, will bring everything
back home to Lawrence, featuring
a challenging, personal selection of
pieces.
The concert will be performed

Saturday, May 23 in the Memorial
Chapel at 8 p.m. The concert features two Fred Sturm compositions:
“Street Music,” to be performed
by the Jazz Workshop, and “Great
Northern Express,” which the Jazz
Ensemble will perform.
Sturm described “Great Northern
Express” as “a musical tone poem
portraying a journey on the famous
Great Northern Railway line that
stretched from the Great Lakes to
the Pacific in the 19th century.”
In addition to the two Sturm
compositions, the concert will feature two pieces directed by student
conductors: Dan Miles will lead the
Jazz Workshop group in “Cubauza”
by Michael Phillip Mossman, and
Mike McCain will direct the Gary
Carney piece “Smoke and Mirrors.”
However, the highlight of the

spring jazz finale will certainly be
the premiere of “Ernie Banks,” a
piece by Sturm’s childhood friend
from the Chicago area, renowned
New York pianist/jazz composer
Jim McNeely. Sturm commissioned
the piece last year, and McNeely
named it after their childhood hero,
the famous Chicago Cubs shortstop
Ernie Banks.
The Jazz Ensemble recently
recorded “Great Northern Express”
and “Ernie Banks” for the Kendor
Music Publishing Web site, and
according to senior trombone player
Evan Jacobson, the recording really
put the group in a good place with
the songs.
“Recordings have to be perfect,
and approaching them with that
frame of mind has been great for
us,” said Jacobson of the two pieces.

Jacobson, a fifth-year senior who
has played in a jazz big band each
year, added that both tunes are very
challenging but also “a thrill to play,”
and that “Ernie Banks” is “one of the
most challenging charts I have played
in my five years [at Lawrence].”
Another particularly interesting
aspect of the spring jazz finale will
be the addition of four Lawrence
French horn players to the Jazz
Ensemble for a rendition of Bill
Holman’s celebrated arrangement of
“Malaguena,” originally arranged for
the Stan Kenton Orchestra.
Though the Jazz Band, under
the direction of Patty Darling, will
not perform any pieces particularly
tied to Lawrence, the group still has
a very challenging repertoire for the
concert.
The group plans perform the

Pat Metheny song “Heat of the Day,”
which Sturm described as “a virtuosic tour de force for every part in
every section” and “one of the most
challenging works ever scored for
large jazz ensemble.”
As if the challenge of this piece
was not enough, the group will also
pay tribute to the late great bop
drummer Max Roach with a composition by contemporary jazz drummer
Jeff Hamilton simply titled “Max.”
With such positive attitudes all
around about this weekend’s spring
jazz finale, the concert will certainly
exceed expectations.
The Jazz Workshop, Jazz Band,
and Jazz Ensemble will perform
Saturday, May 23 at 8 p.m. in the
Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The
event is free and open to the public.

Moving mountains with Rockford bands
Alex Schaaf

Arts & Entertainment Editor

People don’t usually think of
Rockford, Ill. when they are talking
about the hot music scenes of the
Midwest, thinking instead of places like Eau Claire, Minneapolis or
Chicago. But unbeknownst to many,
Rockford is turning into a hotbed of
quality music. Last Saturday night
saw two bands from that area perform in Riverview Lounge to an
enthusiastic crowd.
The night started off with a set
from Imaginary Heroes. Lawrence’s
own Tom Pilcher handled the drums
behind a very impressive group, a
self-proclaimed “ska” band, but with
leanings that go beyond most people’s less-than-flattering ideas of the

genre. Inventive rhythms and song
structures led to a very impressive
set, especially as they ended with
their best song of the night.
Kid You’ll Move Mountains took
the stage next, and the band did
not disappoint. The band has been
growing in momentum lately, with
a positive review from Chicago SunTimes' critic Jim DeRogatis capping
off a stream of good press from their
latest release, “Loomings.” Like with
any good band, the music is not easily categorized by one or two words,
but it is undeniably energetic.
Corey Wills, the lead singer
of Inspector Owl — who will be
returning to Lawrence next Friday
for LU-aroo — steps back from the
microphone in KYMM, instead creating walls of dense, unpredictable
sound. This sound is created with

multiple effects pedals, forming a
textured layer that surrounds and
envelops the rest of the band. Lead
singer Jim Hanke sings every word
like it’s his last, and the rest of the
band matches his intensity, including Nate Lanthrum and his powerful,
unorthodox drumming.
The song structures that KYMM
comes up with are the most interesting aspect of the group. The group
uses dynamics to a large degree,
forming multiple peaks and valleys
within each song, shying away from
the “quiet verse-loud chorus” cliché that so many songs fall into.
The group also excels at the slowbuilding groove song, dropping out
almost everything only to bring it all
back in one by one to a most satisfying climax.
The band is not afraid to create

walls of noise, which can sometimes
be self-indulgent in the hands of
other bands, bands who crouch over
the pedals, noodling with various
knobs to create subtle changes to
already-monotonous drones.
But KYMM embraces these experimental sounds, using them to create
tension in between the more-conventional upbeat sections. The group
uses both experimental and conventional techniques in combination to
create a truly unique sound.
KYMM has several shows over
the next few weeks, bringing new
tunes to as many people as possible
before playing at Summerfest June
28, which will be a must-see set. The
new album “Loomings” is available
from the KYMM official Web site.
Photo by Jami Lin
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, May 22
“Terminator Salvation”
“Night at the Museum: Battle of
the Smithsonian”
“Dance Flick”
“Easy Virtue”
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Students display individuality in Senior Art Show
Laura Streyle
Staff Writer

It is thought-provoking, aweinspiring and delectable; it provides
palate-pleasing alimentary morsels
along with refreshing drink; it is a
great way to top off the eighth week
of third term; it is the Lawrence
Senior Art Show, and it is happening
at 6 p.m. today, Friday, May 22.
Over the past few terms, a group
of 14 gifted Lawrence seniors, who
have undoubtedly evoked feelings
of envy, admiration and wonder
among their peers, have been covering themselves in artistic media such
as plaster, ink, film and paint. These
seniors are finally presenting visual
representations of their creative
views of people, places and things.
Although all the artists do generate a large portion of their work
in the confines of a single building
— Wriston, a friendly place conducive to the flow of creative juices

— the refreshing individuality of
each artist’s work is evident in the
myriad forms of expression used to
create each project.
Care for an enticing sampler
platter of Lawrence’s artists?
Madeline Shadduck uses lithographs, ceramics and several smaller
prints to portray “the ways in which
people affect landscape, whether it
be physical changes to the land or
social acts that influence a city” in
her piece.
In the project, “ISOLATION:
Suburbia and the American Dream,”
Sarah Page explores the effect that
suburban growth has had on its
inhabitants, using video and color
photographs as her media. When
asked how she felt about her finished product, Page answered that
there is still more to come: “I’m hoping to take the free time I have next
year to continue my exploration ...
maybe with a big road trip tour of
America’s suburban landscapes.”
If Page does take her road trip, it

would surely be wise for her to carry
a map. After all, maps are helpful for
finding one’s way. The complex simplicity of this statement is probed
in April West’s art project, which
looks at the connection between
maps and propaganda. Using printmaking, painting and ceramics to
craft her piece, West unveils the
convoluted forces that influence a
cartographer’s work and the amount
of power that the map has in allowing people to navigate.
Whether they are wandering
or they are familiar with the path,
people are the main focus of Mara
Hagopian’s project. Using mixed
media to create her abstract piece
titled “Core,” Hagopian said she
“deals with the human body and our
perceptions of our own body, as well
as the people around us.”
Erin Campbell Watson focuses
on a different aspect of people and
the power of perception in her threedimensional piece that was on display in the Mudd gallery earlier this

term.
“My work examines the impact
of perceptions on self-presentation
and the control we have over our
own image and the hope we have
for adequate self-expression through
our art,” said Campbell Watson.
Travel from geographical landscapes to the topography of human
perceptions; explore images that
cause questioning and suggest possible answers; sink your teeth into a
piece of cheese and raise a glass to
the masterpieces before you, while
mingling with their creators. It is
all possible at the Senior Art Show
opening.
And if it should happen that you
have already scheduled your big date
for Friday evening, you will still be
able to experience the art through
Aug. 2 during regular gallery hours
— the only exception being that you
will be responsible for providing the
cheese and the good company.

Giant Heads on Sticks! illustrates capitalist excesses
Amy Sandquist
Staff Writer

DVD
Tuesday, May 26
“New in Town”
“Powder Blue”
“Forever Strong”
“A Thousand Years of Good
Prayers”

Music
Tuesday, May 26
Grizzly Bear “Veckatimest”
Phoenix “Wolfgang Amadeus
Phoenix”
Mandy Moore “Amanda Leigh”
Marilyn Manson “The High End
of Low”

Lawrentians gathered outside
the conservatory May 20 at 4:30 p.m.
and marched to Hurvis Crossing to
participate in a celebration and a skit
created by senior Elena Amesbury.
Amesbury’s performance art piece
celebrated the supremacy of love
over America’s materialist culture.
For the visual aspect of her performance, Amesbury constructed
large papier-mâché heads propped
up on sticks and carried by other
students. The artwork was partially
inspired by the Bread and Puppet
Theater in Vermont, a group that
Amesbury described as a “radical
political group who has put on productions since the 1960s.”
Amesbury noted that creating
props helped her realize the importance of “hand-built, community
based, human-to-human communication,” something that she hopes
her performance emphasized.
Amesbury hopes that refocusing students on the importance of
communication and interaction with
each other will illustrate the insignificance of consumerism. She believes
that those who spend their lives loving others in a broad, inclusive sense
will find greater fulfillment and happiness than those who concentrate

on accumulating wealth.
Citing Annie Leonard’s “The
Story of Stuff,” a 20-minute animated video that advocates for people’s
awareness about the excesses of consumerism, Amesbury summed up
her message in the words “less stuff,
more friends.”
A senior studio art major and
English minor, Amesbury was originally inspired to put together this
celebration as an assignment for her
sculpture class. Tailoring Assistant
Professor of Art Rob Neilson’s assignment to make “public art,” Amesbury
chose to fulfill the assignment
through performance art. Amesbury
noted that her studies at Lawrence
influenced her decision to create a
unique celebratory performance.
“A bunch of my senior friends in
the department last year were really
good at doing performance art, at
being out and exposing their art
and ideas to the Lawrence public,”
Amesbury said.
She credits those friends for
inspiring her project and regrets that
there has been a lack of performance
art at Lawrence this year. "There has
been much too little ridiculousness
happening,” Amesbury said.
Her digital processing class this
term, taught by Assistant Professors
of Art John Shimon and Julie
Lindemann, exposed Amesbury to

Photo by Sarah Davies
Students participanting in senior Elena Amesbury's "Giant Heads on Sticks!" protest gather.

the power of art as a vehicle for
activism and helped her choose this
performance’s subject.
Amesbury’s work is also largely
influenced by her imminent graduation. She explained that college
graduates easily “get caught up in
the money-making mindset,” and
acknowledged that today’s unpredictable economy engenders panic
about paying for food, rent and
student loans.
Especially in the midst of a recession, Amesbury understands that “it
would be easy to take a nice cushy
job with tons of security and forget
who you are a little.”

Elaine at the movies: Pictures to ponder
Elaine Blum
Staff Writer

Approaching finals and the
dreaded 10th week, I know that
what you need is yet another venue
to exercise those brain cells. This
column is dedicated to those films
that make you think.
First, there are foreign films and
silent films — aka, those movies
that require you to pay attention the
whole time. Paying attention to subtitles or captions is not so easy when
also trying to crochet or otherwise
multitask. If you have a sufficiently
long attention span and can stand
reading subtitles, some choice flicks
are “Run Lola Run,” “Pan’s Labyrinth”
and Mel Brooks’ “Silent Movie.”
Second, there are films that provoke thought on controversial or
“touchy” subjects. What better film
than “Crash” to inspect the short-

comings and ignorance of human
nature? The film is definitely not
an upper, but it certainly provokes
much thought on personal biases
and social interactions. Difficult
themes, such as racism in “Crash,”
have the power to haunt audiences,
causing thought long after the credits roll.
Third, and on a lighter note,
there are those films that have so
many editing goofs that you can
watch them for sport. In one shot,
the actress’s hair is pulled back; in
the next, it hangs around her shoulders; in a third, it is again pulled
back — all within one scene.
Beginners may try this game
with “Jurassic Park,” which has a
notoriously high number of inconsistencies and editing mistakes. By
critically dissecting films, you too
will soon be able to recognize flubs
in continuity, anachronisms and any

other goofs such as those listed by
professional movie-watchers on the
Internet Movie Database.
Alternatively, you may want to
consult IMDB beforehand for a list of
a favorite film’s goofs. With the list
at hand, you can then enjoy spotting
each in turn as you review the flick.
A fourth genre: Film adaptations
of popular books. This coming summer and fall there are going to be
quite a few of these, starting with
adaptations of Jodi Picoult’s “My
Sister’s Keeper” and J.K. Rowling’s
“Harry Potter and the Half-Blood
Prince.” Others include “The
Time Traveler’s Wife” by Audrey
Niffenegger and “Where the Wild
Things Are” by Maurice Sendak.
Quite obviously, none of these
films will satisfy all fan expectations
from the books. The most entertaining part of these films might be
studiously comparing the botched

For these reasons, Amesbury concluded that her performance should
remind Lawrentians, particularly
those who graduate next month, of
certain truths. “We’re still young, we
have goals and naïve aspiration, and
we don’t have to immediately start
working to shop," said Amesbury.
By presenting those in her audience with a colorful and lively performance, Amesbury attempted to
impress upon them the need to “get
a job and pay rent, sure, but go out
and meet people and have fun and
plant trees, because ultimately that
will make you happiest.”

— ahem, creatively licensed — production to the original.
Fifth, there are those films that
purport — seriously or otherwise
— some existential life theory via
metaphor. Thinking about the meaning of life and why we are all here
sounds rather taxing, does it not?
For a film that comically entertains
such topics I heartily recommend “I
Heart Huckabees.” You can learn a
little bit about existential thought,
maybe even transcend time and/or
space, and pick up a few good oneliners in the process.
Yes, each of these types of film
prompts reflection from its audience. And at this point in the term,
we Lawrentians might begrudge taking on such heavy thinking during
our scarce free time. But perhaps
these flicks are a good way to keep
your intellectual acumen well-exercised in the coming summer months.
I am sure you much prefer doing this
to sunbathing or partaking in other
outdoor recreation.
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The NBA Playoffs: LeBron's dominion
Jon Mays
Staff Writer

Unless you are a die-hard NBA
fan, this is the only time of the season that you ever pay any attention
to teams other than your own.
Although much less intriguing
than the NCAA tournament, this
year’s NBA playoffs have had their
share of thrills, most notably during
the opening-round series between
the Bulls and the Celtics.
I usually get bored of watching
the same team play seven games in
a row against each other, but this
was an exception. Nearly every game
came down to the last few minutes,
and many of them went into overtime, if not two or three overtimes.

The Bulls became the underdog
favorite of many people to get past
the Celtics and make a run deep into
the playoffs. The more experienced
Celtics, however, outmatched the
young and fiery Bulls in game seven,
possibly the least exciting game of
the series. The Bulls maintain a good
young nucleus and should be back
for more next year.
Aside from the Bulls/Celtics
series, a few things have stood out
to me in these playoffs. First off, the
Cavs, aka the LeBrons, are the best
team in basketball, and possibly the
best team since Jordan was leading
the Bulls to championships left and
right.
They have yet to lose, going into
the Eastern Conference Finals, and

Baseball season wrap-up
Matt Hoh
Staff Writer

The Vikings baseball season
comes to an end as they went 12-20
under first-year head coach Jason
Anderson. The Vikings battled the
whole season in a highly competitive
Midwest Conference North Division
where they finished fourth in front
of Carroll University. Representing
the MWC in the national title hunt
will be both Beloit College and St.
Norbert College.
Ending the season on a high note
were junior outfielder Wes Otte and
freshman pitcher Aaron Leitner. Both

were selected for the All-Midwest
Conference North Division baseball
first team. Also making the second
team for the conference honors were
senior infielder Jordan Clark and
fellow senior utility player Frank
Forseth.
A special thanks goes to the
seniors for their efforts on and off
the field. This year’s seniors are
Clark, Forseth, Hawk Haiduke, Alex
Fritsch and Mike Baumann. Another
special thanks goes to senior Katie
Nadel, student athletic trainer, and
to senior Dan Van Eperen, the student manager.

none of the games have been even
close. There has been a double-digit
win margin in each game, and the
team has won by 20 at least three
times already. No team in these
playoffs has been even close to as
impressive as this team.
It is LeBron’s team without a
doubt, and they probably would not
have made the playoffs without him,
but he does have a solid supporting
cast. My favorite is of course Wally
Szczerbiak, who for being a 6’7"
white dude who can barely dunk, is
playing very well for the Cavs down
the stretch.
This leads to another aspect of
these playoffs that has stood out
to me, and that is the Kobe versus
LeBron debate. My vote is for LeBron.

Even though he does not have the
rings that Kobe has, I believe he is
the best player in the game right
now.
Kobe has not been able to win it
all without Shaq, and by the looks
of it, LeBron will win it all this year
without the help of a dominant big
man — Big Z does not count. I hope
to see a Kobe versus LeBron showdown in the finals to decide the winner once and for all.
The last thing I would like to
note is that the playoffs are so
much more exciting to watch than
the regular season, because there is
actually some intensity and passion
from the players.
I’m not talking about Rafer
Alston slapping Eddie House, or

Cornerstone

bly more enlightening experience
than reading this article.
If you are afraid of the dirt
and caddisflies, I suggest reading
Barbara Kingsolver’s “Animal,
Vegetable, Miracle: A Year of
Food Life,” and I think you will
get the idea. The main point is
to think deeply about how your
choices affect the environment
and how that, in turn, affects
human beings. In my mind, this
means being an environmentalist
and certainly being an ecologist.
Remember that you have
great ability to change the world

continued from page 7
way, you can be politically active
everyday by thinking ecologically
and “voting” for products that
are more sustainable.
The greatest opportunity to
understand the ecology of a system, however, is by putting yourself in it. The best example of this
on campus is SLUG. Producing
your own food in the garden and
then enjoying it at Downer could
be a more energizing and possi-

Derek Fisher sizing up Luis Scola
and giving him a version of the
people’s elbow.
I am talking about when the
bench players are actually watching
the game and are into it, or when
Ron Artest dives into the stands for
a loose ball — and doesn’t punch
anyone — or Lamar Odom plays
through extreme back pains. That
kind of stuff shows me that these
guys want to win, and that it is not
— only — about the money.
On a side note, although I would
like the Lakers to win, I am picking
the Nuggets in seven games and the
Cavaliers in six games. In the finals,
I think Lebron will win his first of
many championships in six games
over the Nuggets.

because you already do, with
each decision in your daily life.
And, living in such a globalized
world means these choices do
matter, whether directly or indirectly.
We can think ecologically and
change how we learn, how we
consume, how we “waste,” how
we communicate and generally
how we participate and live our
lives on this planet. In the words
of Paul Hawken: “What a great
time to be alive.”
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Ramble on the roof: Sports for newbs
Torrin Thatcher
Columnist

As a profound sports
enthusiast, I am always asked a
variety questions pertaining to
many aspects of the game: How
tall is he? What school did he
go to? What defense was that?
What route did he run? Who
got the flagrant foul? Where
did he used to play? These are
all questions that I’m ready to
answer. The crowds of people
I watch games with know this,
and I’m always ready to unleash
these factoids.
But, I don’t give simpler
questions much thought. For
my birthday one year, my family went to a Badger football
game, and my sister made me
smack my own head in disappointment when she asked,
“What’s first down?” She was
in high school at this time and
spent many Fridays in the fall
attending the games. Needless
to say, she never paid much
attention.
Growing up with two sisters
and a mom was trying for me as
a sports fan for several reasons.
First, with only a functioning
television or two, there were
some battles as to who gets
to watch the game or Gilmore
Girls. This is beside the point
because my sisters and mom
did know basketball because
they played, but there’s more
than just basketball in life. My
goal as a brother, son, and
sports fan is to educate those
that don’t understand sports as
well as I do. How will I achieve
this? Easy. PowerPoint, baby!

9th week:
I'm not
ready.

I thought of it this morning
while in heterotrophs. I spent
the previous day working on
two PowerPoint presentations.
And as always, I was thinking about how to work my
schedule so that I can watch
the games on tonight. This
is when I realized I should
make a PowerPoint presentation about sports! Think about
it. I could split it up in section for each specific sport and
just let it unravel marvelously
from there. I’d go over positions on the field/rink/court,
well-known players at those
positions, some team history,
famous games, rivalries, definitions and so, so much more.
“Torrin, haven’t you seen
those ‘For Dummies’ books.
Wouldn’t that be what you’re
doing?” Yes and no. I’ve looked
through those books before,
and that is when I realized
that no one should ever buy
those books. People need colorful pictures, diagrams, history, simplification and just the
necessary information. Those
“books” fail to do that. My
presentation will use every different visual aid to help those
sports newbs learn.
Who are these newbs?
Well, seeing that my house
is all females and my dog, I
will probably make this presentation with the intent of it
being directed towards women
(What’s a running back do?).
I know this is a stereotype,
but my intent is that these girls
will use my presentation to try
to join in with their spouse,
boyfriend, dad or brother while

SOUNDSET
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watching sports. She just wants
to show that she cares enough
about him, and she’s willing to
try to learn about sports.
With my slideshow at their
disposal, a chick can freshen
up before attending or watching a game. Just envision this:
A girl at the bar watching a
football game and the field goal
team lines up. Not only will she
know the difference between
an extra point and field goal
attempt, but also will she know
to add 17 yards to where the
ball is on the field because
she’ll know that the end zone
is 10 yards deep and that the
holder in seven yards behind
the long snapper.
And, for extra credit, she could bring up Scott
Norwood, Adam Vinatieri or
Bill Gramatica. If any guy saw
this, that girl looks like a gift
from above. “Excuse me, bartender. Her next drink, or three,
is on me. You know what? How
about she just gives me her
number, that way I can be of
service anytime she needs.”
I’m open for recommendations for my presentation,
and since it is eighth week,
it may be until the summer
time before I go hardcore on it
while I’m catching a day game
of baseball. If you’d like to a
final copy to share with your
willing female, let me know. All
it will take is hard drive space
on your computer, paper, and
possibly a few bucks for the
“Torrin Buying Packer Season
Opener Tickets” fund.

Memorial Day,
Thank you for
giving me another
day to
procrastinate.

What’s true about the Packers?
by Matt Hoh
1. Founded on August 11, 1919 by Earl “Curly” Lambeau, the Packers were
known as the Indian Packers.
2. Brett Favre holds the record for most passing yards in a season with
4,458 yards.
3. The first person to run for more than 8,000 career rushing yards was a
fullback.
4. In the first NFL draft held in Feburary of 1936, the Packers first selection
was Don Hutson.
5. Vince Lombardi coached the Packers for the longest span of time.
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Athletes of the Week
by Jeanelle Adams

Ryan Kroeger:
Men’s Basketball
Would you rather score a three-pointer or have
a three-point play you earn by being sent to
the line?
I think I would rather score a three-point play
with a foul and a free throw. You always feel
strong when you can finish a shot and get fouled.
Feeling strong doesn’t happen to me very often!
If you could give incoming student athletes
one piece of advice, what would it be?
To learn how to balance your sport, academics and drinking and partying. You never want to
lose one of these three things, and the best part
about playing a Division III sport is the fact that
you can do them all.
Photo courtesy of Ryan Kroeger
What has been your best experience with LU
basketball?
My best experience on the basketball court has to be my freshman year
when we were ranked No. 1 in the country and were undefeated going into the
national tournament. However, the past two conference championships are a
close second and third.

What are your plans for next year?
Hopefully I’ll continue playing basketball somewhere in the world. I don’t
want to stop playing and enter the “real world,” so I will try to delay the inevitable for as long as possible.
If you could have a beer with any one person, who would it be?
I think I would have to choose Steve Kerr. He has been my idol since the
fifth grade and he seems like a pretty cool dude. Plus, he has the purest jump
shot in the history of the game of basketball.

Aaron Leitner:
Men’s Baseball
What was your most memorable moment this
season?
My most memorable moment came when I
was pitching at Carroll. I pitched the first seven
innings of the game, and when I left, we were up
by four runs. Going into the ninth, we were winning 10-6. Three runs scored right away to make
the score 10-9 with the bases still loaded and no
outs. We switched pitchers and Frank came in to
pitch. He struck the first guy out, the second guy
hit a dribbler to him and he flipped it home, and
the last guy popped out to second. All Carroll
would have had to do was hit a ground ball
somewhere or hit a fly ball to the outfield to tie
it, but Frank shut them down.
Photo courtesy of Aaron Leitner
What are your goals for next season?
My goals are to continue improving on my
skills that I have acquired this year. As a team, I would like to win more games
than we did this year. Also, I want to win conference, which would allow us to
make the conference tournament. As an individual, I want to be pitcher of the
year. I also have a goal of first team all-conference pitcher again and to set the
school ERA record.

What is your favorite pitch to throw?
My favorite pitch to throw is a changeup. However, it has to be set up with
a good fastball the pitch before. It gets hitters off balance and takes the ball
off the sweet spot on the bat. It is fun to throw because hitters are lunging
forward and look awkward.
Who is your favorite professional baseball player?
My favorite professional baseball player is CC Sabathia. He is a pitcher and
throws left-handed like me. I admire the passion he plays with and his desire
to win. The fist pump he gives after recording big outs highlights his passion
and desire. When he played for Milwaukee last year, he brought a spark to the
team.
If there were one rule in baseball you could change, what would it be?
If I could change one rule in baseball, it would have to be that batters
shouldn’t get an unlimited amount of foul balls once they get two strikes.
There is nothing more frustrating to a pitcher than making extra pitches
because the batter keeps fouling them off.

1. True: The name was created after the original sponsor of the Packers the Indian
Packing Company. The name changed in 1921, to the Acme Packers, as the team joined
the NFL and the Indian Packing Company was bought by Acme Packing Company.
However, neither name lasted long and the team became known as the Green Bay
Packers.
2. False: The player that holds the record is Lynn Dickey. He set the record in 1983.
3. True: Jim Taylor, a fullback and NFL hall of famer, was the first Packer to accomplish
this feat. He did it in nine seasons and had 81 touchdowns. His best year was 1962,
when he finished with 1,474 and was the NFL player of the year.
4. False: The packers selected Russ Letlow, a guard from the University of San
Francisco.
5. False: Earl “Curly” Lambeau was one of the founders of the team and coached for 30
years, in which he complied a record of 212-106-21. Under his command, the Packers
won an impressive six championships. He is known for making the forward pass an
integral part of the offensive game plan.
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VARIETY
What’s on your iPod? Nathen Kontny

1. “As Betas Now We Meet,”
Beta Theta Pi
Beta is known nationally as
the singing fraternity, so when
we activate we give out on a CD
that have been performed by
certain chapter.
2. “Lowell, MA,” Death Cab for
Cutie
They’re just really chill, for
when you’re in one of those
moods and just want to be by
yourself. It’s always good to listen to a little Death Cab.
3. “Why Georgia,” John Mayer
Arguably one of the greatest
guitar players of our time. He’s
just my favorite. If John Mayer
songs were the only songs ever

written, I’d be all right with
that. I’d have his babies.
4. “The Last Time Again,” Lit
My friends have turned me
on to most of my music; they
recommended it to me, and
they were right. I like it.
5. “The Politics of Emotion,”
Lost Prophets
You’ve got to have a little
rock in you, a little relaxed hate.
6. “One Shot 2 Shot,” Eminem
He’s just a genius. He’s so
misunderstood. He’s raunchy,
too, and it’s just hilarious. His
songs seem so shallow, but if
you listen to the lyrics, they hit
on so many deeper levels.

7. “Daydreaming,” Lupe Fiasco
His flow is ridiculous. How
he says every verse is just great.
He’s more the chill rapper, without the ho’s and the booze and
all the drugs. He’s just better.
8. “Savior,” 30 Seconds To
Mars
They’re a good recording
band, not as good live. There’re
not a lot of good actors who can
also sing, so I think it’s good
that he can do both. I think of
“Fight Club” every time I hear
30 Seconds To Mars.
9. “Always & Never,” Coheed &
Cambria
I heard their song on “Rock

Band.” It’s really good and I love
playing it, so I just had to listen
to their music.
10. “Explosivo,” Tenacious D
Jack Black. Hilarious. Their
work is so clever, and Kyle Gaas
gets put in the background, but
Kyle’s guitar riffs are amazing. He’s so talented. If you
don’t like the D ... with karate
I’ll kick your ass, from here to
Tiananmen Square.
11. “Good Thing,” Reel Big Fish
I went to Big Event to see
Reel Big Fish. I left after the
10-minute baseline of Girl Talk.
They were not even nearly as
good.
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